
Dawn of Emptiness

The Crown

I am already given - To the power ruling my fate
I do not hold on - Thus I have nothing to defend
I have no thoughts - Thus I shall see
I fear of nothing - Thus I remember of myself
Unmighty, unforced and unbound
I shall be like a sound into silence
Unmighty, unforced and unbound
I shall spread like a wind into infinit?
Oh what blind joy!
What hunger to finish the air that we breathe
All that we are
To consume all our being
In one great laughter

Why not always live - In that aura of magic
That gives every moment - Its weight of wonder
That always is found - In that final hour
When life is a dream - Already over
Grow back those silent wings of holy pride
That the wheels of the world keep on breaking down
Awake from your sleep - It is time!
Cause life is a dream...
...Already over!
Beauty and strength, leaping laughter, force and fire
Are of us
Feast and rejoice!
Every day and night - In your hearts
Pleasures of uttermost delight
Knowledge and rapture - No dread hereafter
Every end is a new beginning
When one door is closed another is open
In the pure joy of existence
And its kisses of eternal esctasy
Lose is the law - Love under will
As the dogs of reason

Perish with the fall of because
I can tell from the sorrow in your smile
That there is nothing left to believe in - For you
Nihil Rise - For me Freedom lies!
Oh what blind joy!
What hunger to finish the air that we breathe
All that we are
To consume all our being
In one great laughter
Upon this path
There is no me
I have become the way
I am one I am none
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